
St. Lucas Community Church 
1195 Manning Ave. N. 
Lake Elmo, MN 55042 

 
DIRECTIONS I-94, exit 253, then 1.1 
miles north on Manning Ave. N 

Questions: scvcia1@juno.com 

REGISTER AT: 
www.stlucascc.org 

 
Additional resources: 

http://tccsa.tc 

St. Lucas Community Church 
1195 Manning Ave. N. 
Lake Elmo, MN 55042 

Saturday, November 15, 2014 

 

Babysitting is included. 

Children’s activities include 
activities and DVD’s.  

Snacks & lunch at affordable 
prices.  
 

Fossil room: located 
downstairs (elevator available). 
Open between sessions so you can 
tour it on your own as time permits.  
Guided tour of fossil room:   
8:15-8:45 a.m. 

Register on-line – now! 

Help us plan.  Registration – 
we will have a free will offering 
at the event.  BUT, please 
register on-line so we know how 
many will attend.  For reduced 
priced meal, register and pay on-
line by November 9, 2014.  
Details at: www.stlucascc.org 

Lunch (Chicken hind quarter, 
potatoes and vegetable) $2.25 
per person if pre-registered or 
$3.00 if paid at the door. 

Brilliant: MADE IN THE 
IMAGE OF GOD by Bruce 
Malone.   New book – special 
pricing at conference.  

 

Family Event Science & 
Bible – 

21st Century 
Understanding 

Reconnecting 
history, science 

and the Bible 
 
Learn the facts. Be equipped with 
compelling reasons for your faith. 

 
Please register for conference 

and reduced lunch prices 
before  

November 9, 2014 

A Plausible Answer 
Jesus didn’t separate Scriptural 
statements about history from 
spiritual subjects.   
 

People often do not have the 
substantiating evidence to 
connect history and science with 
the Bible, which raises doubts in 
Scripture and what they believe. 
Enhance your Spiritual 
confidence with the facts and 
compelling reasons for your faith 
so that you can give a reasoned 
answer to yourself and others. 
 

  If I have told you earthly things 
and you do not believe, how will 
you believe if I tell you heavenly 
things?”  John 3:12



 

Saturday, November 15 

8:00-8:45 a.m. Check-in    

8:15-8:45 a.m. – Fossil 
display tour  

8:50-9:00 a.m. – Opening – 
Pastor Dan Peterson 

Session 1: 9:00-10:00 a.m. – 
Brilliant: Made in the Image 
of God, part 1 of 2 - Bruce 
Malone.   A visual and intellectual 
journey through time - this talk 
reveals how artifacts from ancient 
cultures fit into a literal 6,000 year 
biblical timeline.  
Early man is routinely portrayed as a 
knuckle-dragging, wife-beating, 
dimwitted ignoramus because it is 
assumed that he evolved from some 
sort of ape-like ancestor.  Nothing 
could be farther from the actual 
truth.  Every culture of the world 
displays the incredible intelligence of 
mankind from its very foundation.  
This talk explains how historical 
mysteries of the past confirm key 
Biblical events such as the creation 
of mankind, the fall of creation, the 
worldwide flood, and the dispersion 
from Babel.  
 

Session 2: 10:15-11:15 a.m. 
Teaching Our Kids to Think 
Biblically in a Secular World, 
Shyla Allard.   By the time children in 
the church reach young adulthood, 
they will be faced with multiple  

challenges and surrounded by anti-
Biblical teaching, ideas and 
organizations.  The key question is, will 
they be ready? 
 

Session 3: 11:30-12:30 
Brilliant – part 2 of 2 - Bruce 
Malone 
 

12:30-1:30 Lunch (hind quarter of 
chicken, rice and vegetable) $2.25 for 
early registration or $3 at the door. 
 

Session 4: 1:30-2:20 p.m.  
How Anthropology, Through 
Archaeology, Culture and 
Linguistics Comports to a 
Young Earth: Neil Smith.   
Do anthropology/archaeology, history 
and linguistics give us any clue about 
human origins?  Is it significant if 
civilizations and languages begin to 
appear in the record about the same 
time?  Does human behavior support 
living in isolation, or rather, are 
relationships and community the 
primary pattern?  How do the facts 
relating to these questions comport 
with the Bible? 
 

Session 5: 2:30-3:30 p.m.  
Mysteries Written in Rock - 
Bruce Malone.  Examples from geology 
confirm the reality that Noah's flood 
rapidly formed the rock layers of the 
Earth.  In recent years geologists are 
acknowledging that many, if not most, 
of the sedimentary layers of rock upon 
the Earth must have formed quite 
rapidly and catastrophically. So where is 
all the time needed for evolution to have 

occurred?  Supposedly, between the 
layers of sediment. 
 

Closing – 3:30-3:35 p.m. 
Pastor Dan Peterson 
 

Bruce Malone is a retired Dow 
Chemical researcher (17 patents – 
including materials used on the Space 
Station).  He is an internationally 
known speaker and Executive Director 
of Search for the Truth Ministries.  His 
latest book is: Brilliant: Made in the 
Image of God. 
 

Shyla Allard has been a Bible and 
Christian worldview teacher at Grace 
Church in Eden Prairie, Minnesota for 
nearly 15 years.  In January of 2013, 
she was featured in Answers Magazine 
in an article that highlighted her 
church’s worldview teaching program 
and her guided tour for students 
through the Field Museum of Chicago 
where she contrasts the secular, 
evolutionary worldview with the 
Biblical truth. 
 

Neil Smith is a retired Federal 
criminal investigator with over 40 
years’ experience, including over 20 
years with the US Army CID, and is a 
graduate of the FBI National Academy. 
His investigative interests include 
archaeology and the Bible.  His 
personal Christian journey has led him 
to recognize that faith is not blind; 
rather, it is both reasoned and rational 
and can be supported by both logic 
and evidence.  He has traveled 
extensively, including trips to Israel 
and the Middle East. 
 


